Grand Bargain Intermediaries Caucus

Draft timeline

This version updated November 12th 2021

Oct 2021

Onboarding of eight Caucus members:

- Manu Gupta (NEAR)
- Nanette Antequisa (A4EP)
- Gerard Van Dreisse (ECHO)
- Regina Gujan (Switzerland)
- Luc Chauvin (UNICEF)
- Rob Hurt (UNHCR)
- Gareth Price-Jones (SCHR)
- Petra Demarin (IFRC)

Identification of and initial outreach to outer circle of ‘key supporter’ stakeholders

Nov 2021

Drafting of initial proposition, built off the existing ‘Bridging the Intention to Action Gap’ Report

29 November 9:00-11:00 – Presentation & initial discussion on the draft proposal

Dec 2021

7 December 8:30-10:00 – Second technical level discussion and refinement of the draft proposal

9 December (TBC) – Presentation of the draft proposal to the GB Secretariat and NRC

13 December (TBC) – Update outer circle of caucus supporters

15 December – Update GB signatories on the caucus

Jan 2022

More detailed nutting out of proposition, which may result in, for example, new elements in donor contracts, transparency commitments, ‘Expectations’ documents, mapping of specific roles.

Update to wider Grand Bargain Signatories and constituencies.

Feb 2022

Political agreement and buy in to changes to practice

Mar 2022

Caucus members Principal level sign-off of the proposition

April 2022 onwards

Wider adoption by all Grand Bargain Signatories (likely around the 2022 annual meeting)
Action to implement the change